The most affordable way to get International recognized DIT and CIT from City&Guilds, UK

Admissions Open
at IBA - Institute of Emerging Technologies and its affiliated IT Centres

DIT & CIT

1. DIPLOMA IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (ONE YEAR)
2. CERTIFICATE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (SIX MONTHS)

IBA-Institute of Emerging Technologies Khairpur (IET) is offering an affordable way to get International Diploma Degree and Certificate in IT from City&Guilds; this program will prepare students with all necessary skills and competencies required to perform outstanding role in their profession.

Applications are invited on the prescribed forms for admission to the programs for Academic Year 2016-17

Admission forms can be obtained from IBA-Institute of Emerging Technologies Khairpur by paying Rs. 200/- as admission processing fee. Forms can be downloaded from our website: www.iba-suk.edu.pk

Unique Features
- Highly Qualified Faculty
- International recognized programs
- DIT & CIT awarded by City&Guilds
- State-of-the-Art Computer Laboratories
- Latest video conference system & intelligent TRACE board
- Stand by Generator and Solar System

Eligibility
FOR C.I.T.
Candidate must have passed matriculation examination with minimum 50% marks

FOR D.I.T.
Candidate must have passed intermediate examination with minimum 50% marks and having basic computer knowledge

NOTE: Supplementary & subject condone are not allowed.

Important Dates:
Last date of Forms: August 26, 2016
Admission Test: August 28, 2016
Admission Result: August 31, 2016
Classes from: September 05, 2016

IT - TRAINING CENTRES
Gambat, Kotdiji, Kumb, Kingri, Sobhodero & Pacca Chang

IT Centres at:
1. GITTC GAMBAT, Near NADRA office GAMBAT Ph # 0243-720441
2. GITTC KOTDIJ, Near Tanga Stand KOTDIJ Ph # 0243-556631
3. GITTC KUMB, Near Govt Boys Primary School Kumb Ph # 0243-620609
4. GITTC KINGRI, Near Taluka Mukhtiar Office KINGRI Ph # 0243-610564
5. GITTC SOBHODOERO, Near Boys Higher Secondary School SOBHODOERO Ph # 0333-7539808
6. GITTC PACCA CHANG, Near Govt Girls Higher Secondary School Pacca Chang Ph # 0243-557411

Principal IBA-Institute of Emerging Technologies, Near MCB Bank, Mall Road, Khairpur Mir’s. Ph: 0243-680901 Email: khakoo.mall@iba-suk.edu.pk